Application of Confocal Raman Microscopy for the Analysis of the Distribution of Wood Preservative Coatings
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Abstract: The distribution of wood preservative coatings in wood surface layer was assessed at the cellular level using confocal Raman microscopy. Raman images were created based on the fingerprint Raman bands of the different wood polymers and coating components (resin and pigment). The wood cell walls and the distribution of the resin and pigment were clearly visualized at the same time. It was concluded that confocal Raman microscopy is suitable for the evaluation of the microdistribution of wood coatings, providing valuable information for the improvement of wood coating technology.
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1. Introduction

Wood products in outdoor conditions need to be protected from the effects of weathering and fungal decay [1,2]. The use of protective coatings on wood surfaces is an effective and simple way to improve their durability and performance. However, for long-term applications in outdoor environments, coating film defects, such as cracking and peeling, are unavoidable. Therefore, periodic maintenance is required, and many studies aiming to improve the service life of wood coatings have been performed [3–6].

It is now known that weathering performance of wood coating systems is usually affected by the wood species, grain orientation, thickness of latewood bands, and moisture content [7,8]. In addition, the durability of wood surfaces may be improved when the light-shielding degree of the coating [9] and its absorption into the wood [10] are high. Furthermore, the microscopic distribution of the coating components that penetrate the wood may also be an important factor in the wood performance [11].

The penetration behavior of coating systems on the subsurface layers of wood tissues and the interaction at the wood/coating interface has been examined using a variety of microscopic techniques, such as fluorescence microscopy [12–15], scanning electron microscopy [14,16–19], confocal laser scanning microscopy [20,21], autoradiography [18], and X-ray tomography [22,23].

In recent years, there has been an increase in the use of wood preservative semitransparent coatings that keep the inherent grain and texture of the wood for outdoor applications in Japan. This type of coatings is generally composed of a resin, a pigment, and a small number of functional agents, but the microscopic techniques mentioned above do not allow to simultaneously visualize the distribution of these coating components.

Confocal Raman microscopy is a powerful tool for evaluating the microdistribution of chemical components in organic and inorganic materials with a high spatial resolution and without
pretreatment [24]. This technique allows for the simultaneous observation of the distribution of different chemical components. Therefore, there are no changes in the conditions of the sample that may arise from using different measurement equipment for a single sample; furthermore, it is possible to perform the examination at the same field of view. Confocal Raman microscopy has been only recently used in the field of wood science for the topochemical analyses of native [25,26], degraded [27–29], and modified wood cell walls [30,31]. In this work, we applied a confocal micro-Raman system to evaluate the distribution of different components from wood preservative coatings at the cellular scale.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Samples Preparation

Wood specimens were obtained from the heartwood of air-dried Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria japonica D. Don). These samples were cut into 140 mm × 70 mm × 10 mm panels (longitudinal × radial × tangential). The radial surface of each panel was smoothed with a wood planer and then brush-coated with an alkyd-based solvent-borne wood preservative semitransparent coating. After drying for 2 weeks at ambient temperature, the coated panels were cut into small blocks (approximately 5 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm). Then, the blocks were dipped in water for transverse microtome sectioning through the wood-coating interface to obtain 15-µm-thick slices. The thin sections were preserved between a glass slide and a coverslip using a drop of water.

2.2. Confocal Raman Microscopy Measurements

The thin sections were analyzed using a confocal micro-Raman system (LabRAM ARAMIS, Horiba Jobin Yvon, Longjumeau, France) equipped with a microscope (BX41, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), a 100× oil immersion objective (UPLSAPO, NA = 1.40, Olympus), and a helium-neon laser (λ = 633 nm, Melles Griot, Rochester, NY, USA). The theoretical (diffraction-limited) lateral resolution on the sample was approximately 0.28 µm (0.61 λ/NA), where λ is the wavelength of the laser and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens. The incident laser power on the sample was approximately 11 mW. Raman scattered light was detected by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera placed behind a 300 lines/mm grating. The confocal aperture diameter was 300 µm in all experiments. The Raman spectra were recorded from 10 cycles in every point of analysis; each cycle consisting of a 0.5 s integration time for one spot. Ten spectra were obtained and averaged, then the averaged spectra from 10 different locations were again averaged. For Raman mapping, measurements were conducted with a 0.5 µm step, and the spectra were obtained by averaging 4 cycles, each with a 0.4 s integration time. The LabSpec5 software (Horiba Jobin Yvon) was used for data acquisition and analysis. To remove the fluorescence background, raw spectral data were baseline-corrected. To reduce spectral noise, smoothing was performed using the Savizky–Golay algorithm.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional light micrograph of the near-surface region of coated wood and the Raman spectra acquired from three different morphological regions. Several bands at the low-frequency range, from 200 to 600 cm⁻¹, were found in the colored surface layer (Figure 1a). These are typical of pigments with ferric hydroxide [32,33]. Additional small bands at the range from 900 to 1800 cm⁻¹ were also observed in the coating-filled cell lumen (Figure 1c) and can be assigned to the alkyd resin [34]. The spectrum of the middle layer of the secondary cell wall (S2), which is distributed near the surface (Figure 1b), showed no additional bands than those attributed to cell wall polymers, such as cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignin [35]. This suggests that the coating components evaluated are hardly able to penetrate the cell wall.

To visualize the distribution of the resin and pigment, fingerprint bands of both components and of the cell wall were selected from the spectra in Figure 1 so that they did not overlap. Bands in Raman mapping were assigned according to the literature (Table 1). The ferric hydroxide pigment has
an intense band at 386 cm\(^{-1}\) due to Fe–O–Fe/–OH symmetric stretching [32,33], but it overlapped with the cellulose signal at 379 cm\(^{-1}\) [35]. Therefore, a second intense band at 295 cm\(^{-1}\) due to Fe–OH symmetric bending [32,33] was selected for pigment mapping. The alkyd resin and cell wall images were respectively constructed based on a clear carbonyl stretching band at 1726 cm\(^{-1}\) [34] and the coniferyl aldehyde signal at 1139 cm\(^{-1}\) [35]. The band around 1726 cm\(^{-1}\) is also assigned to the carbonyl stretching in xylan [36], but this band can be hardly detected in softwood cell walls [37].

**Table 1.** Summary of the Raman bands for preservative coatings and wood components used for Raman mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raman Band (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Band Assignment *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1726</td>
<td>Alkyd resin</td>
<td>C = O stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1139</td>
<td>Lignin</td>
<td>A mode of coniferyl aldehyde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>Ferric hydroxide</td>
<td>Fe–OH symmetric bend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assignments are based on previous works [32–35].

Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of coated wood surface and average Raman spectra obtained from the colored surface layer (a), S\(_2\) (b), and coating-filled lumen (c). Scale bar: 10 µm.

Figure 2 presents the Raman mapping around the coated wood surface. The area selected for mapping is enclosed in the orange rectangle in Figure 2a. The distribution of lignin (Figure 2b) indicates that the compound middle lamella (CML) and cell corner (CC) are highly lignified whereas S\(_2\) has low lignin content. The distribution of alkyd resin is shown in Figure 2c. The cell lumen was filled with a large amount of resin, while the colored surface layer had a small amount of resin. However, no resin signal was detected throughout the cell wall region. Figure 2d shows the distribution of pigment, which was only detected the outermost surface layer. In this layer, the distribution of pigment and resin was similar. The resin in the surface layer works as an adhesive to fix the pigment.

Figure 3 shows the Raman images obtained from the boundary region, which is divided by a bordered pit (indicated by arrows) between the resin-filled and unfilled cell walls. The bordered pit can be clearly visualized in the lignin mapping image (Figure 3b). The penetration of the alkyd resin was observed in Figure 3c,d: it penetrated from the resin-filled cell side to the unfilled one through the bordered pit. In addition, the resin was widely spread in a thin layer along the internal surface of the
unfilled cell lumen (indicated by arrowheads). It was not possible to observe the thin resin layer with light microscopy (Figure 3a).

Figure 2. Raman mapping on the cross-section of coated wood surface. Bright-field image shows the area selected for mapping (orange rectangle) (a). Raman images were calculated by integrating the Raman bands from 1132 to 1139 cm$^{-1}$ (b, lignin), from 1721 to 1734 cm$^{-1}$ (c, alkyd resin), and from 281 to 309 cm$^{-1}$ (d, pigment). Merged image is an overlay of the distribution of lignin, alkyd resin, and pigment (e). S$_2$: middle layer of secondary cell wall, CML: compound middle lamella, CC: cell corner. Scale bars: 5 µm.

Figure 3. Raman mapping on the cross-section of coated wood subsurface layer at approximately 50–100 µm deep. Bright-field image shows the area selected for mapping (orange rectangle) (a). Raman images were calculated by integrating the Raman bands from 1132 to 1139 cm$^{-1}$ (b, lignin) and from 1721 to 1734 cm$^{-1}$ (c, alkyd resin). Merged image is an overlay of the distribution of lignin and alkyd resin (d). Arrow: bordered pit, arrowhead: alkyd resin deposited on the internal surface of the cell lumen. Scale bars: 5 µm.

Williams et al. have referred to the effect of wood species on the performance of wood coating systems [7]. Since the wood properties, including tissue morphology and chemical composition,
differ in different wood species [38], the permeability of coating components may differ according to wood species. Therefore, further studies will be necessary to address this issue.

4. Conclusions

This work demonstrates that confocal Raman microscopy is a valuable tool in the study of wood preservative coatings. The greatest advantage of this technique is that it allows to simultaneously observe the different components of wood coatings at the cellular level. The microdistribution of resin, pigment, and wood polymer could be visualized in the same field of view. Such measurement had never been achieved. In our future work, we plan to investigate the microstructural and topochemical changes in the coating film and cell walls of coated wood during weathering exposure using confocal Raman microscopy. These knowledge will serve to clarify the mechanism of weathering degradation of coated wood and, moreover, will contribute to further develop the wood-coating technology.
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